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Program Outcomes 

i. Career Capacitated: Enabled, Enriched, Erudite, Employable and/or Entrepreneurial 
Learners who the nations vie to receive as productive and feature-filled personalities 
to engage in one or other chosen value-creating avocation. 

ii. Leadership Leveraged: Committed, Competent, Constructive and Congenial 
Learner-graduates infused with attributes of distinction-discerning, decision-making 
and risk-taking to assume graded leadership assignments of sorts. 

iii. Generosity Galvanized: Seasoned, Sagacious, Spirited and Splendidly well-rounded 
Learner-citizens who stand committed to uphold equitable social order, uplift 
enviable national development and upscale endurable global wellbeing. 

 
Program Specific Outcomes 

i. Domain Knowledge: Discipline knowledge that is Height enough, Depth enough 
and Fine enough attained astutely by every learner 

ii. Lateral Knowledge: Related knowledge that is Broad enough, Trans-discipline 
enough and  Spatial enough gained greatly by every learner 

iii. Cute Communication skill: Lucid, detailed, data-based, flawless, two-way and multi-
media capable communication skill acquired by all learners. 

iv. Complex Problem-solving skill: Skills for recognizing, reasoning, resourcing and 
resolving real-world problems vested with all learners. 

v. Job-Gadget skill: Understanding, practising, analyzing and synthesizing emergent 
jobs and needs thereof, demonstrated by all learners. 

vi. Multi-cultural skill: Awareness of and accommodating different beliefs, customs, 
ethics and values, developed in all learners.  

vii. Collegial Attitude: Team Spirit, Cooperation and Harmony with one-self and with 
others cultivated in all Learners. 

viii. Ethical Attitude: Adherence to individual and social code of conduct, values and 
ethics inculcated in all Learners. 

ix. Comradeship Behaviour: Inclination for Nurturing and Moulding others’ Knowledge, 
Skill, Attitude & Conduct, followed by all Learners  

x. Sagacious Behaviour: Continued engagement with self directed reading, learning 
and ascending in one’s awareness adopted by all Learners. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Course Outcomes 
 

i. Conceptual Clarity and Grip: Securing thoroughness in Concepts (long-time, emergent, 
niche and nuanced) pertaining to each Course studied so that grip over the contents and 
contours in the Course concerned. 

ii. Functional Literacy (Fundamental + Modish): Tuning the learners’ Language Expertise 
as one reads, writes, listens, converses and confronts Course related concepts, issues and 
developments in a Program.  

iii. Efficient Quantics (Primary + Nuanced): Achieving enhanced Quantitative Expertise 
side-by-side as one formulates, metricizes, quantifies and computes in studies and 
experiments related the Courses studied.  

iv. Understanding and Application Capacitated: Vesting with the learners the ability to 
Analyse critically, Learn the nuances, Discern the trends/sequences and Articulate finely 
with fact, big data and axiomatic contents and Apply in real-life situations 

v. Research-bent and Problem Solving Endured: Fine-tuning the cognisance and 
capability of the Learners as to problem-oriented research possibilities in the Courses 
studied, and executing remarkable research projects. 

vi. Synergy through Generic Acquaintances: Building awareness of PESTLE (Politics/ 
Economics/ Society/ Technology/ Legal/ Ecology) factors at all spatial levels and relating 
the same to one’s Courses of study to derive synergy in cognition and action.  

vii. Peer Facilitated Thorough Learning: Helping threshold learners by talented learners 
through designate peer-group arrangements reaping the benefit of reinforced 
theoretical and applicative thoroughness in the Courses of study by all the Learners. 
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